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Rota grid wheels

Top » Katalogas » Ratai » Rota Wheels » Rota Grid -|- Rota Grid Ekranas Rodoma nuo 1 iki 88 (iš 193 produktų)Rezultatų puslapiai: 1 2 3 [Kitas &gt;&gt;] Rodoma nuo 1 iki 88 (iš 193 produktų)Rezultatų puslapiai: 1 2 3 [Kitas &gt;&gt;] Brand RotaMPN IKF18518A1P30PC0MB730, IKR19517D1P12PCMB0730,
IKF18519K1P48PCMB0730, IKR19017O1P30PCMB0730, IKR19517D1P20PCMB30730, IKR11018D1P15PCMB20730, IKR11018K1P20PCMB20761, IKF18518D1P44PCMB20730, IKR21059D1P20PCMB0730, IKF18518D1P30PCMB0730, IKR19017D1P25PCMB20730, IKR11018D1P35PCMB20730,
IKF18519O1P32PCMB0730, IKF18518W1P35PCMB0730, IKF18017W1P35PCMB0730, GRI28017O1P42PCMB30730 Papasakokite apie savo transporto priemonę, kad greičiau rastumėte tinkamas dalis Namo / Produktai / Rota Tinklelis 18 x 9.5 +38 5x114 $249.00 Suderinamas su automobiliu: Aprašymas Papildoma
informacija Siaubingai atrodantis Rota Grid 6 stipininis ratas turi itin įgaubtą išvaizdą. The 18x9.5 +38 is large and wide, and perfectly fills the late model Subaru wheel wells. The 5x114 screw model is suitable for all 2005+ SMI, plus 2015+ WRX. Includes central capitalization. 22.4 pounds each. These wheels are not
clear in the front four piston sti brembo brakes, but the 5mm wheel gasket sets that*. They clean the brakes of six pistons 2018+ VMI Brembo. We recommend replacement valve stems. Please note that older people (until 2008) Subarus, this is an aggressive fitter. Even in the newer 2008-2014 STI and 2015+ WRX and
VMI you may need to rotate wings if you go with wide tires or you lower your car very far. There are Hyper Black, Speed Bronze, Sports Bronze, Gold, Flat Black, Deep Red, Slate Blue, Chameleon Chrome, and Titanium Chrome. The 73mm hub gave birth. The price includes concentrator rings and central caps. Color
note: Hyper Black, both bronze color and Chameleon Chrome are special hand-sprayed colors that vary depending on the batch, and can also change color with age. We can't guarantee the perfect color match on individual wheels if you're trying to match previously purchased wheels. We recommend secondary market
lug nuts and replacement valve stems. Price per lap. Note: Due to the large size and nature of the product, wheel purchases are not refundable. Make sure your wheel size, BOLT MODEL, COLOR and OFFSET are correct before you close! *Note 2: In one case, we installed these wheels in the 2017 STI with a normal 5
mm gasket, and the spokes still have not cleared the brakes. In this case we had to use a 10mm wheel gasket in front. We are not sure where this dispersion came from, because we have not seen it happen at any other time. Carefully and carefully check the gaps when these wheels telpate on four pots brembo brakes.
Code#: 09932HY, 09932FL, 09932GO, 09932SPDBRZ, 09932SPORT, 09932RE, 09932CHAM, 09932TIT, 09932SL, 09932WH Transport weight: 33.0 Manufacturer: Rota Category: Rota Grid, Wheels, Winter Wheels 2018+ WRX STI Part: Terribly looking Rota Grid 6 sti roll wheel has a particularly high profile
Appearance. The 18x9.5 +38 is large and wide, and perfectly fills the late model Subaru wheel wells. The 5x114 screw model is suitable for all 2005+ SMI, plus 2015+ WRX. Includes central capitalization. 22.4 pounds each. These wheels are not clear in the front four piston sti brembo brakes, but the 5mm wheel gasket
sets that*. They clean the brakes of six pistons 2018+ VMI Brembo. We recommend replacement valve stems. Please note that older people (until 2008) Subarus, this is an aggressive fitter. Even in the newer 2008-2014 STI and 2015+ WRX and VMI you may need to rotate wings if you go with wide tires or you lower
your car very far. There are Hyper Black, Speed Bronze, Sports Bronze, Gold, Flat Black, Deep Red, Slate Blue, Chameleon Chrome, and Titanium Chrome. The 73mm hub gave birth. The price includes concentrator rings and central caps. Color note: Hyper Black, both bronze color and Chameleon Chrome are special
hand-sprayed colors that vary depending on the batch, and can also change color with age. We can't guarantee the perfect color match on individual wheels if you're trying to match previously purchased wheels. We recommend secondary market lug nuts and replacement valve stems. Price per lap. Note: Due to the
large size and nature of the product, wheel purchases are not refundable. Make sure your wheel size, BOLT MODEL, COLOR and OFFSET are correct before you close! *Note 2: In one case, we installed these wheels in the 2017 STI with a normal 5 mm gasket, and the spokes still have not cleared the brakes. In this
case we had to use a 10mm wheel gasket in front. We are not sure where this dispersion came from, because we have not seen it happen at any other time. Use carefully and carefully check clearances when you fit these wheels over four pots brembo brake.&gt; Hyper Ride Hyper Drive Hyper Tyres Instagram
Facebook Created over 28 years, best sellers in the USA, Japan and Europe, Rota Alloy Wheels are world class, with some awesome Motorsport style Rota Wheels available, including one of the lightest wheels on today's market weighing just 4.9Kgs and the deepest dish euro wheel 16x8 in the world! Rota Alloys
compared to the best of them - style and performance. ROTA WHEELS Australia offers a 1-year design and 1 year aesthetic guarantee for all wheel purchases only for the original wheel buyer. The above warranty does not cover: any defect, malfunction or failure caused by transit, off-road and racing, tyre installation or
abuse, misuse, accident or repair. Wheels that have been replaced, powder cover, repair or affect /kerb rash (excessive effect from pits, kerb, unseeded surfaces, ripple strips, etc.). Wheels fitted with tyre sizes or used with excessive load vehicles Wheel corrosion or cosmetic defects arising after purchase due to
chemical, alkaline cleaning climatic conditions, corrosion or discoloration due to chemicals, including excessive exposure, detergents, polishing compounds or abrasions used for improper cleaning. Claims for a warranty are verified and refunded at the expense of rota wheels australia customer. The warranty
requirements in force will be corrected and returned to the customer at no additional cost or a replacement has been sent. All warranty issues relating to Tyre are limited to the manufacturer concerned. ROTA Wheels Australia shall not be liable for any damage caused to the vehicle, tyres or persons as a result of
improper placing of wheels in the vehicle, and not for tyres of legal size such as tyre stretching, irresponsible use of the vehicle which has led to damage to wheels, poor road conditions or use. Installation warranty ROTA WHEELS AUSTRALIA is not responsible for the suitability of customers and the incorrect purchasing
decision. The correct fit of the wheels is the responsibility of the trader or customer when placing an order, providing us with the most accurate information. Customers and dealers shall clearly indicate any optional modifications to the vehicle, including, but not limited to, the driving height of the vehicle, through size
brakes, protective modifications, internal and internal wing clearances. As in any plus-size situation, modifications of the vehicle may sometimes be required to avoid obstacles. Always try before installing, as the wheels fitted with tyres do not return. Delivery/handling time After your orders are presented with us, we need
1-2 days of handling time to handle, package and prepare to deliver your goods. Delivery times may vary depending on where you are, delivery usually takes from 7-10 business days until the goods are delivered to you, in many major cities usually faster. We are not convinced about the delay of courier companies and in
any case the goods are shipped lost or damaged, we try to make every effort to resolve the situation quickly, but there will be more delays that we cannot control. Rota WHEELS Australia's return policy wheels are covered by the above limited warranty. If you have a problem or return, contact your dealer directly and we
will work with them to resolve the issue. Rota WHEELS Australia will only accept the return/exchange of wheels if the products do not meet the manufacturer's standard and are supported by the manufacturer's warranty. All sales are final and there is no cooling period. Exchanges or returns will under no circumstances be
accepted due to incorrect wheel mounting and/or decision on an error made by the customer. Please note that all photos on the site are illuminated and may vary depending on the actual color. We aim to take pictures as close as a real but there will be colors that are very difficult to represent a true and actual color. All
photographs taken are for the purpose of illustrations only. We take responsibility if the wrong color is purchased. Opt-In/Opt-Out Privacy Policy To unsubscribe from our newsletter, follow the instructions at the bottom of the newsletter. Dispute resolution If visitors or customers have any problems with our website's
privacy practices, please write sales@rotawheels.com.au. We will respond within 10 working days. Data collection When visiting websites, certain information about you and your computer may sometimes be collected. This section explains what information is collected and how it is used. We collect this information for
the following reasons: Positive application of the current activity website for the completion and maintenance of the development and system administration One-time sewing data collected when customers receive an order: we collect the address and internet contact address of the customer's physical contact, as well as
credit card information (in the case of credit card payments) only for the purpose of processing the order and delivering ordered goods. Credit card information is not sent and is used only for current transaction permission and authentication. We do not sell the data collected to third parties: All data collected is used only
for the purposes defined in the above mentioned paragraphs. We will never sell the data collected to any third party person or organization. Cookie cookies are a technology that can be used to provide you with customized information from the website. A cookie is an item of data that a website can send to your browser
that can store it on your system. You can set your browser to notify you when you receive a cookie, giving you the opportunity to decide whether to accept it or not. Our website uses cookies only to remember customer choice only on the local website. The security policy of rota wheels australia website has been
designed to be as simple as possible, while ensuring high-end security for all your information. Site security Site server and software have been designed to be as secure as possible with industry standard tools used to ensure that there is no unauthorized access. The site server is not shared among other operations to
increase security and system access is limited to a limited number of qualified technicians. The site software is fully supported and the latest software updates are regularly reviewed to ensure continued security. Network Security The Site is protected on a private network using industry standard firewalls and other
security measures to ensure unauthorized access. In some cases, encryption tools are used for information between you and browser and server transfer, including including logon process, password change, and initial logon password entry. Data security information stored on our servers is protected using our
recommended software vendor security practices. A site backup is regularly backed up to ensure minimal data loss in the event of unexpected events. These backups are stored on a remote protected server with strictly limited user access. For more information about the privacy and use of your information, please refer
to our Privacy Policy. Credit card data ROTA WHEELS Australia uses a payment gateway called EWAY. Card numbers are stored in case of heavy encryption on bank-level servers, with reserves in several cities. This allows us to process transactions through the EWAY payment gateway without worrying that the data is
corrupted. SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) We use an SSL certificate that ensures that customer data can be safely transmitted between our website and the EWAY payment gateway, which is an essential component of any e-commerce business. eWAY's platinum partnership with VeriSign, GeoTrust and thawte allows us
to provide globally reliable certificates. Additional conditions ROTA WHEELS Australia will not cover the costs incurred as a result of the carriage, removal and installation of goods, loss of vehicle use, loss of time, inconvenience or any other related damage. If you have or suspect that you have a defective item, return
the item, the prepaid cargo to the seller. All warranty refunds reviewed by ROTA WHEELS's Australian Warranty Return Division and found not to be covered by the warranty will be returned to the shipper without repair or replacement at the customer's expense. All photos taken on our site use the same physical product.
Photos are for illustration purposes only. Background, lighting, and studio equipment may not reflect the exact color of the product, and the colors may vary from photos to actual product. Note that we would not be responsible for any color fluctuations in photos compared to the actual product. This is a limited guarantee.
Therefore, no warranties or statements, expressed or implied, shall be provided. ROTA WHEELS Australia does not accept or prevent any trader, representative or other person or entity from assuming any obligation or obligation in respect of it in relation to the uses or uses of ROTA WHEELS products. ROTA WHEELS
Australia also reserves the right to modify or improve design, materials or specifications or to modify the product without any obligation to modify, modify or improve products manufactured before the redesign. ROTA WHEELS Australia assumes no responsibility, but will nevertheless try to advise traders and customers
about changes in shade/tone/trim wheel color due to changes from For all prices, products and offers, ROTA WHEELS Australia reserves the right to make adjustments changing market conditions, product interruptions, producer price developments, advertising errors and other attenuating circumstances. ROTA
WHEELS Australia reserves the right to cancel or make any orders under any circumstances. Circumstances.
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